
CHRISTMAS
ESL Rewards

Includes 
rewards 
for older 
students!

Seven Online ESL Reward Systems
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Teachers' Notes
Thank you for downloading these Christmas Online ESL Rewards. Two 
styles of rewards are included in this pack- Christmas Tree Rewards (4 
boards in total) and ‘Find a Star’ Boards with Christmas Conversation 
Starters (3 boards in total). I hope that you and your students have loads of 
fun using these reward systems in your online ESL classes this December. 

Christmas tree rewards
Four Christmas Tree Rewards are included- two are ‘Find a Star’ reward 
systems and two are “What’s on the tree?” rewards. Three sets of ornament 
covers are included- ornaments with colors, ornaments with numbers or 
ornaments with a blank white space. The blank ornaments have been 
provided to allow you to change the skills that your student/s are practicing. 
You can write anything that you like on each of these ornaments- ie. sight 
words, teen numbers, vocabulary words etc.

To prepare, simply:
1. Print the four reward backdrops and the ornament covers of your choice. 
2. Cut out the ornament covers.
3. Laminate the backdrop and the ornaments. 
4. Place a piece of Blu-Tack on the back of each button.
5. Your reward system is ready to use! Enjoy!

To use these rewards, place the Christmas Tree backdrop on a clipboard 
and stick the ornament covers over each circle. When your student/s 
perform well, say “Great Work!” and ask them to choose an ornament by 
indicating the number or color. Reveal what is underneath the ornament and 
say “Oh wow, you got a _________!” Use this as an opportunity to teach a 
new vocabulary word (teddy bear, bells, Santa, candy cane, etc) or expand 
upon the content for more advanced students, ie. Do you like teddy bears? 
What sound do bells make? When using the “Find a Star” Christmas Tree 
boards, remember to reward your student/s with a star in your teaching 
platform when they uncover a star.
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Teachers' Notes Continued
‘Find a star’ boards with Christmas conversation starters 
These ‘Find a Star’ reward boards have been created for older or more 
advanced students. Each board contains four thought-provoking questions 
about Christmas that your student (and you, if you choose!) will answer. 
They provide an opportunity for free talk around the topic of Christmas and 
will give you and your student/s insight into how Christmas is celebrated in 
different countries. 

To prepare, simply:
1. Print the three reward boards and the number square covers. 
2. Cut out the number squares.
3. Laminate the reward boards and the number squares. 
4. Place a piece of Blu-Tack on the back of each button.
5. Your reward system is ready to use! Enjoy!

Place the ‘Find a Star’ board on a clipboard and stick the numbers over each 
square. You can place them in order or scramble the numbers. When your 
student/s perform well, say “Great Work!” and ask them to choose a number. 
Reveal what is under the number and say “Well done! You got a star!” or 
read the question underneath and have your student answer it. You can both 
answer each question or take turns answering questions as they are 
uncovered. Remember to reward your student/s with a star in your teaching 
platform when they uncover a star. 

Hints and Tips
• Use a laminate with a matt finish, instead of a high gloss finish. This will 

minimize glare and make the rewards easier for your students to see.
• Instead of placing the backdrop on a clip board, consider placing it on a 

hand-held magnetic whiteboard. You can tape small magnets to the back 
of each reward cover instead of using Blu-Tack.

• Use this reward system as an opportunity for extension activities. For 
example, each time you reward a student, ensure that you introduce a 
new vocabulary word or ask a question relevant to the object.
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‘Find a Star’ 
Boards with 
Christmas 

Conversation 
Starters 
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It’s Christmas 
Time!

What will 
you do on 
Christmas 

Day?

What do 
you like 

most about 
Christmas? 

How long 
is your 

Christmas 
vacation?

Does your 
family 

celebrate 
Christmas? 
If so, how?
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Christmas 
Treats!

What do 
you like to 

eat on 
Christmas 

Day?

Who will 
cook 

Christmas 
dinner in 

your house?

What do 
you think 
reindeer 

like to eat?

What will 
you eat for 
Christmas 
dinner? 
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Christmas 
Presents!

What 
present 

would you 
like to get 
this year?

What was 
your 

favorite 
present last 
Christmas? 

What 
present 

would you 
give to 
Santa? 

Who will 
you give 

presents to 
this year?
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